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ABOUT WARRAH
Based in Sydney’s North West, Warrah is an
experienced NDIS provider of supports for adults
and children with disability in a diverse range of
settings and services. Guided by the philosophy
of Rudolf Steiner, we strive to know each unique
individual, and to support them in the choices
they have made for their life’s journey. Warrah:
•

Is registered by the NSW Department of
Education as a Special School from K-12

•

Is a registered provider of a broad range of
supports under the National Disability
Insurance Scheme (NDIS)

•

•

Delivers Supported Independent Living, a
range of Community Support Services,
Community Courses & Workshops, Short
Stay Accommodation, and In-Home Support
Is approved to provide Support Coordination

•

Is an approved Housing Provider for
Specialist Disability Accommodation

•

Holds Certification since 1994 for Warrah’s
Biodynamic Farm

•

Is a registered ACNC Not for Profit.

‘Spring Blooms’
Watercolour and collage painting
by Kelsie Maddrell

Spring Holidays
School - Last day Term 3: Thursday 16 September
First day of Term 4: Wednesday 6 October
Farm Shop - Closed Monday 4 October
(Labour Day Public Holiday)
Office - Closed to the public due to COVID-19

CONTACT US
20 Harris Road, Dural NSW 2158
PO Box 357 Round Corner NSW 2158
T: 02 9651 2411
www.warrah.org.au
www.warrahspecialistschool.nsw.edu.au
www.warrahfarmshop.org.au
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From the
Board
With most of the last quarter spent with Sydney in
lockdown it’s been a very quiet period, externally at
least, although in other ways it has been extremely
busy for many at Warrah. I think it’s important to start
by commending the efforts of our staff over recent
months. At our recent board meeting it was conveyed
to us very clearly by the management team the extent
to which our staff members have been going above
and beyond to ensure that all of our participants stay
connected whilst also adhering to the COVID-19 safety
guidelines.
On everyone’s behalf, I’d like to thank them all for
their ongoing effort, positivity and resilience as we all
continue to find our way through this challenging
period. With rules and regulations often changing dayby-day just keeping on top of who can do what when,
has been a daunting task in itself. The whole team has
been doing a fantastic job of ensuring quality of care,
and services have never waned. Our participants have
been shielded from the impacts of the pandemic as
much as possible.
The board continues to meet regularly and remotely
and there remains plenty to discuss and action.
Recently you would have received information
regarding our new organisational structure. This has
been a topic of much discussion over recent months,
and we are delighted with the outcome.
We had been running a flat, operationally focussed
structure for the last couple of years, and whilst that
has delivered extremely strong operational results, we
believe that ticking over into the new financial year is a
good opportunity to make some structural changes.
Notably, we have broadened our senior executive
team in order to better reflect the organisation’s
overall framework.
We have now formally introduced our Head of People
and Culture Anna Hay into the executive team. Having
joined the organisation just over a year ago, Anna was
already heavily involved in strategic decision making
and for a people orientated organisation like ours, this
adjustment makes good sense.
Also making sense was the introduction of our CSS
Manager Alida Pruys to the senior executive team. Ali
is responsible for all of our community support
services and programs. This is a large part of what we

do and since Ali and David have already been working
so collaboratively in adult services it was another easy
decision.
One upshot of broadening our executive with these two
well deserved additions is the challenge of managing
the team which had previously sat with the board. In
order to allow the board to focus 100% on governance
and strategy, we are delighted to see Jason Lim step up
into the role of General Manager thus providing the
overall organisational leadership and coordination. This
will ensure that the board and the management team
can continue to collaborate and communicate
effectively going forwards.
We look forward to supporting Jason, the executive and
the entire management team as they adapt to the new
structure and have absolute confidence in their ability
to deliver, not just on operational objectives, but more
importantly, on our aspirational objectives as we move
forward. Having strong alignment both within and
between the board and management provides a
powerful platform for sustainability and growth and we
look forward to seeing this blossom.
Within the board we do have one change to report with
Hannah Semler informing us recently that she has
decided to step down as a director. Hannah needs little
introduction of course, having been involved with
Warrah for many decades! Having been a board
member since 2007 she has been commuting from her
base in Canberra for the last few years and has elected
for a well-earned break. We will undoubtedly miss
Hannah’s contribution and we are pleased that she will
remain an involved member, and continue to offer her
ongoing support.
We look forward to seeing Hannah (and everyone else!)
at future Warrah events once the current lockdown
restrictions ease. It was hoped that mid-July would see
the official opening of the beautiful new Discovery
Centre but unfortunately that was not possible. We
look forward to the day we can once again get
together. Rest assured we will get there!
Steve Malin
Chairperson
Tops of trees
waving in the breeze
sky blue bright above
beauty to the eye
warmth to the soul
Nature’s gift to all
By Patricia Walter
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From the
General Manager
First and foremost I would like to mention that I am
impressed with our team at Warrah, from support staff
to teachers and managers, for their resilience,
adaptability and willingness to go the extra mile for our
participants and students. This pandemic has redefined
the meaning of “business as usual” with many new
requirements such as having COVID-19 tests when we
are not feeling 100%, carrying relevant paperwork on
our way to work, getting vaccinated, wearing masks
everywhere we go, keeping social distance and the list
goes on. It has been difficult and even after months it is
still very challenging, not knowing when the pandemic
will end. Even with all these hard times, we triumph as
a community and it only draws us closer not in body but
in human spirit.
It is through this period of uncertainty that I have
accepted my appointment as the General Manager of
Warrah after a few months as the Business Manager. It
is my privilege to lead a collaborative and dedicated
team of nine senior leaders and a workforce of more
than 200 in a service organisation more than fifty years
old. I would like to thank the Board of Directors for
supporting our recommendation for a new
management structure and having the confidence in
the Senior Leadership Team and myself to lead Warrah
into the future.
Our first priority is to hold the fort and make sure our
students and participants are safe and well supported
during this pandemic. We are constantly monitoring
announcements from the National Disability Insurance
Agency (NDIA), Association of Independent Schools
NSW, NSW Department of Education and NSW Health
to ensure the measures we implement are informed
and appropriate. The wellbeing of our participants is
the top priority and for this reason we have taken the
step to suspend our short stay, after school, Saturday
community programs as well as group and centre based
services day programs from 28 June. Our suspension of
services were well ahead of NSW Health’s cease order
for all activities in group settings from 27 July.
We continue to encourage staff to get vaccinated and I
am pleased to advise that currently staff vaccination
rates have exceeded 75% with access to vaccinations
made easier for staff with our on-site vaccination clinics
in July and August. I would like to thank David Forfar,
Alida Pruys, Sandra Quisumbing and their team for all

their hard work in organising the clinics in collaboration
with Aspen Medical.
We have conducted strategic planning workshops and
collaborated with relevant stakeholders in preparation
of our next Strategic Plan but the current lockdown has
delayed the consolidation of the plan. We are also
conducting a series of projects worth more than
$100,000 to deliver a Property Master Plan which will
guide our new Strategic Plan. The next Strategic Plan
will focus on, among things, integrating our educational
and disability services, offering new services and the
changing support needs of our aging community.
In relation to property matters, we received the final
Occupation Certificate for the John Paul Discovery
Centre in late June. The Board has approved a budget
of $70,000 towards the equipment and fit-out costs to
ensure a high quality setup of the building. A new
woodwork workshop is being built on school grounds
(between the Music Therapy building and the
Discovery) which will provide the much needed space
for our outdoor curriculum. This is being funded from
the proceeds of the 2020 tax appeal (expansion of
Warrah’s outdoor crafts and skills program).

Path leading up to the back of the
new John Paul Discovery Centre
We will begin the replacement of the roof at Red Gum
in August and we have the Board’s approval to repair
the school roof which will cost approximately $180,000.
Some other necessary facility repairs and maintenance
could not be carried out during the last quarter due to
the lockdown.
Wishing you all lovely spring days, hopefully some rain
to assist the farmers and our gardens with time to
appreciate the colours and flowers that appear with
spring’s arrival. Stay safe.
Jason Lim
General Manager
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Getty Museum Challenge
Warrah participants took up the 'Getty Museum' challenge to re-create some famous artworks at home. The
challenge involved replicating artworks using things lying around at home. The Museum, based in Los Angeles
came up with the idea during their extended lockdown in 2020. What fantastic and imaginative re-creations!
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Disability
Services
This period has again unfortunately been dominated by
COVID-19. With the lockdown in Sydney commencing
again in June our residents again shifted to receiving day
services from home. The increased restrictions had a
significant impact on residents. Much like the rest of the
community many of our regular activities have been
disrupted, routines have changed and our social
interactions significantly impacted. I am however, so
proud of the resilience of our residents and staff in
working through this challenging time. Without the
creative thinking and responsive approach of the team
this time could have been much less tolerable – thank
you to all our frontline staff and coordinators for such a
solid effort.

June 22nd, which was done in a COVID safe way, right
before the strict lockdowns were introduced. This is a
much loved festival of our participants. I know many
people in our community are missing the face to face
interactions that our festivals bring and we all look
forward to returning to these in the future.

Winter spiral in the school hall
A new Support Coordinator, Jenice Turner commenced
in mid-June and is up and running with participants as
we move into what has become known as “NDIS
Season” at Warrah. We are seeking an additional
Support Coordinator to share the workload and hope
to have someone in place in the next few weeks.
With the new structure announced in August, there is
no change to the Supported Independent Living
management structure. Please continue to contact
your coordinator or Sandra Quisumbing.

Andrew doing his occupational therapy
session via zoom
I am somewhat thankful to report that we have a
vaccination rate of 100% in our residents. We also
organised a voluntary vaccination clinic for all Warrah
staff and have issued over 70 vaccinations through that
process, with our staff vaccination rate at just over 75%.

I hope that everyone has a wonderful spring season. I
am certainly looking forward to some warmer weather
and hopefully getting back to some social events in the
not too distant future.
David Forfar
Executive Manager Disability Services
Hush, Can you hear it?
The rustling in the grass,
Bringing you the welcome news
Winter’s day is past.
Soft, Can you feel it?
The warmth caressing breeze,
Telling you the sticky buds
Are bursting on the trees.
Look, Can you see them?
The primrose in the lane,
Now you must believe it Spring is here again.

Jan receiving her first vaccination
We were very fortunate to fit in the Winter Spiral on

By May Fenn
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Warrah’s Green Thumbs in Lockdown
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Community
Support
Services
Last year at this time I wrote that "Navigating the
ongoing pandemic has been relentless and at times,
challenging" and here we are again! Community Support
Services (CSS) has again been significantly impacted by
COVID-19 and this time with the necessary response to
the Delta variant. With stay at home orders in place we
have had to cancel services to all non-Warrah residents.
The services impacted and closed at this time include
Day Programs, After School care, Saturday Connect and
Short stay.

National pyjamas day

All Warrah residents continue to be supported by CSS
staff in their group homes during the regular day program
hours. This alternative way of delivering service has
become second nature to us over the last 18 months and
we continue to provide great and meaningful activities to
our participants while they stay safe at home.
We host six virtual sessions over the course of the week,
in Music, Aerobics and Yoga, and with the
implementation of Microsoft Teams across Warrah it is
easier for people to connect online and stay connected
socially. As well as our virtual session we ensure there is
at least one structured activity to engage in each day.
Delivering activity packs to the houses so they can stay
busy has been essential to assist in boredom busting at
this challenging time.

Christmas in July celebrations
Despite the current challenges, we continue to work
towards service improvements ready for people to
return. The most significant of these is the fit out of the
new John Paul Discovery Centre with furniture and
equipment for the Discovery program and Short Stay to
relocate into the new building. We hope to have this
ready for when we can return to our regular service
delivery.

Music with Mark via zoom
Some of the activities have linked in with community
events such as National Pyjamas Day; Jeans for Genes
Beautiful spring artwork by Trudy Peek
Day and RSPCA Cupcake Day. We also held Christmas in
July within the household groups with virtual carolling,
Another project that we continue to progress and
decorating, gingerbread baking and socialising on the
develop in the background is improving our service
day.
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Housing Vacancy
Warrah currently has a vacancy in one of our
supported independent living homes in Baulkham
Hills. This home would suit a participant aged 18-30
years. The home is a mixed gender house, but a
female participant would be ideal.
Please have a look at the details below or by going to
https://gonest.com.au and searching ‘Baulkham Hills’.

Steve enjoying blue cupcakes for Jeans for Genes day
offering to participants to integrate with Warrah's farm
and farm shop enterprises. I look forward to bringing you
more information about this in the next newsletter.
I would like to finish by thanking the participants and
staff of CSS who have shown incredible flexibility and
resilience and continue to make the most out of every
day.
Alida Pruys
Executive Manager Community Services

A Bird came down the Walk
A bird came down the walk:
He did not know what I saw;
He bit an angle-worm in halves
And ate the fellow, raw.

This is an older style two storey home close to public
transport. It is clean and tidy with a pool and spacious
living areas. The home has 6 bedrooms and 2
bathrooms.
The room is located on the first floor. There is stair
access to the property. The house has air conditioning
and heating.

And then he drank a dew
From a convenient grass,
And then hopped sidewise to the wall
To let a beetle pass.

Outside there is a secure backyard, deck/veranda,
outdoor living/entertainment area, large garage space
used for recreation such as table tennis and a fully
maintained in-ground pool.

He glanced with rapid eyes
That hurried all around –
They looked like frightened beads, I thought.
He stirred his velvet head

The room available has a built in robe and direct
access to a sunny deck. The bathroom, living spaces,
kitchen and laundry are all shared areas. There are
four other residents who have moved out of home for
the first time.

Like one in danger; cautious,
I offered him a crumb,
And he unrolled his feathers
And rowed him softer home
Than oars divide the ocean,
Too silver for a seam,
Or butterflies, off banks of noon,
Leap, plashless, as they swim.
Emily Dickinson

This property is registered for Specialist Disability
Accommodation (SDA) at the basic category.
Contact Information
If you or someone you know might be interested in
this property, please contact our Accommodation
Services Manager, Sandra Quisumbing on 9651 2411
for further information.
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Warrah Lockdown: Activities

Left to right: Celebrating the Aussies at the Tokyo Olympics; Music session via zoom

Left to right: Cleaning lids for ‘Lids4Kids’; Baking cookies at Greenway; Collage artwork activities

Left to right: Torrs residents with their baked doggie treats made for RSPCA Cupcake Day;
Jenni presenting a household painted dot artwork ‘Live, Laugh, Love’
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and Highlights

Left to right: Cooking meals together; Birthday celebrations for Anne

Left to right: Christmas in July fun; Genes for Jeans day creativity; Ball games in the outdoors

Left to right: Chair yoga via zoom; Mandala creativity using items from nature
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Warrah
Specialist
School

interaction that face to face allows. We are preparing
already for how we can best meet these students next
term when they return to face to face learning.

Writing this I see blossoms all around, baby ducks and
birds nearby, blue skies and the smell of new growth.
We are blessed to learn and work in a place where
nature meets us in all its abundance every day
reminding us of our responsibility to care for and
appreciate her. Our daily bush walks are an opportunity
to notice how each day reveals something anew and
provides opportunities to care and pay attention to new
growth or attend to dying trees, remove careless litter
and observe the small things close to the earth.

Staff packing kits for remote learning
With increased numbers and the need to be outdoors
as much as possible we have appreciated the warmer
weather which allowed us to bring sports and games,
kite flying and dance on the grass more into the
program. What a delight it has been to witness the
innate joy and love of movement in the students.

Morning bush walks
These last weeks and months have highlighted the
value of our approach to learning for our students. Now
we have some time to reflect back on we can see how
the way we work is the key to our success and the
students feeling a deep sense of connection and
satisfaction in their work. We have not only seen
ownership and connection but social connections –
usually very difficult for many students - build and
become important elements of the daily life. The skills
and relationships are hard won but worth every minute
of effort and preparation.
Our team of staff are committed to their own learning
and regular debriefs and shared reflection sessions
ensure that the students are always being supported
with best practice. It has been no easy task to maintain
this with the current lockdown, especially for those
students remote learning. We have noticed how
distance takes its toll on connection and engagement,
as while zoom has its place it lacks the warmth and

Creative hand made kits
New Enrolments
Warrah is thriving with our student numbers surpassing
anything we have had in previous years. We are thrilled
that all our hard work and dedication to our students
has been received so positively by the wider
community.
We are currently enrolling students for 2023 and 2024
so please spread the word of all the good work we are
doing at Warrah. We look forward to welcoming four
new students in January 2022.
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New Staff and Students
We would like to warmly welcome Theo and
Pareeseh, and their families to our school. We have
also had a number of new staff join us this term. A
warm welcome to our Educational Administrator,
Paula who will be working alongside Jan to facilitate
the educational programs and procedures in our
school. We have also had Angelene, Maddy, Ellen,
Keumbi, Jessica, Cherlyn and Tamara join us as school
assistants. We have been truly blessed with such an
energetic and talented team of educators.

Lantern Festival
This festival is much loved by all so we decided to think
creatively and find a way to bring everyone together in
the evening to celebrate the gift of inner light in the
darkness of winter. Lanterns were made by all – at
school and home, and we gathered over zoom to share
a story, sing and walk in the light of the moon. It was
truly heartwarming and a celebration not only of the
festival but of the community we have here – it left the
staff with a rich mood of gratitude and peace.

Sailing
A highlight of term 2 was being able to go sailing with
the Making Waves Foundation. It was a wonderful day
and we all shared in the success when we saw
students return with big smiles and lots to tell. We are
looking forward to being able to do sailing once again
post lockdown.
Music with Viktorija and Mark
We are very fortunate to have Mark come to our
school each week and interact with the students for
music. Mark has an amazing repertoire of music,
everything from country music to modern rock filling
our hallway with delightful tunes. It has been
wonderful witnessing the students sing, karaoke style
and dance along with the music. Despite moving onto
zoom sessions, Viktorija also continues to lift the
spirits and involve our students in instrument playing,
interacting with her and each other and singing. It is a
time of the week which is much loved and anticipated
by all. We love those times when a student
participates in a new and lively manner, out of their
usual pattern but with sheer enthusiasm.

Lantern festival celebration in the hall
Weaving
The weaving group have been working on their fine
motor skills by making pomanders using winter oranges
and cloves. The classroom smells delightful! We have
made the most of the windy days by flying kites that we
made using dowel and other materials. The sky was
alive with all our colourful designs, it was an amazing
spectacle.

Kit for making pomanders
On our daily bushwalks, we have been gathering
materials to use to build nests. The students have
woven twigs, leaves and grasses to form the outside of
the nest and are creating a wool lining by finger knitting
long strands of wool and securing them onto the inside.
Viktorija looking forward to doing face to face music
again once lockdown ends
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Early Childhood
We have had a great start to the term with our new
play equipment and sandpit being used by all the
students. During autumn, we have been noticing what
happens and how the leaves change colour and fall. We
have been collecting our findings on our nature walks
and using them to weave beautiful hangings for our
room. The children have used their imagination and
have created a shop out of cardboard boxes and they
have been selling fruit and vegetables to their
classmates.
Greenhouse Construction and Bamboo Fencing
In our gardening group we have jointly constructed a
greenhouse for our new herb and flower seedlings. This
has been a most enjoyable experience for all the
students. During winter we have been rewarded with a
good harvest of spinach, silverbeet and kale and we are
preparing to plant our next crop for the coming season.
Our woodwork group is in the process of building a
bamboo fence for our new outdoor space. We have
been busy harvesting and stripping bamboo in
preparation for this task. In addition to this, the
students have been making their own stools using tree
stumps and woodworking tools.

Greenhouse construction and bamboo fencing projects
Yet again, lockdown brings many challenges and often
means stress for our families but we continue to strive
to bring the surprise and joy of spring and learning into
each day and to celebrate the wonderful student and
parent community which allows us to do the work we
do.
Jan Fowler
Principal & Executive
May my soul bloom in love
for all existence
Rudolf Steiner

Staff and
Volunteers
The last quarter was a very busy period for recruitment,
coupled with the challenges that lockdown has posed
for interviewing new candidates. With an increase in
NDIS supports and new student enrolments at our
school, we welcome many new staff to Warrah. The
vacancies have also provided opportunities for casual
staff members to become permanent, for volunteers to
become employees and also for our new recruits to join
our community.
Volunteers
The school also hosted several volunteers, namely Jade,
Cherlyn, Angelene, Ellen, Jessica, Tamara and Keumbi
who offered their help in June and July. We also
appreciated the help of Annette and Barry from the
Rotary Club of Greater Hills who assisted with some
tree planting around the new Discovery Centre building.
COVID-19 Update
NSW Health guidelines continue to evolve and
regulations for our sector are getting tighter, so we
continue to update staff on the changing situation with
COVID-19 and the current Delta variant outbreak, on a
regular basis.
Our requirements have included mandatory 3 day
testing and issuing ID cards and letters for authorised
workers. Further measures will come into effect from
30 August for staff from local government areas (LGAs)
of concern, which we are monitoring closely. We are
also keeping a record of the vaccination status of staff.
This process has been greatly boosted by the two
vaccine clinics hosted at Warrah with over 70 staff
attending for their Pfizer vaccines in July and August.

We are Hiring!
Details of current vacancies can be found on our
website www.warrah.org.au/working-at-warrah/:
•
•
•
•
•

Quality, Risk and Compliance Manager
Disability Support Workers
Special Needs Teachers
Teaching Assistants
Farm Shop Sales Assistant

New Staff
Below is the list of new starters who became part of
the Warrah community:
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Juanita Steyn

HR Consultant

Nada Aman

Admin & Finance Officer

Joo Yeun Lee

Support Worker

Albert Kamara

Support Worker

Simarjeet Kailay

Support Worker

Kolsay Jallah

Support Worker

Jenice Turner

Support Coordinator

Tamara Viney

Teaching Assistant

Jessica Ligertwood

Teaching Assistant

Ellen Hellmrich

Teaching Assistant

Gianni Corvetti

Quality Manager

Keumbi Jang

Teaching Assistant

Kowhai Curtin

Support Worker

Angelene Cheong

Teaching Assistant

Mary Dawoud

Teaching Assistant

Paula Kramer

Educational Administrator

Cheryl Loftus

Farm Shop Assistant

Gail Barton

Farm Shop Assistant

Cheryl See

Teaching Assistant

Madeline Garling

Teaching Assistant

Trish Chodat

Farm Shop Assistant

Evelyn Bush
HR & Payroll Officer

Springtime God
Thank you for giving us one another
And this holy place where we find you.

People and
Culture
ELMO update
With very high numbers of candidates responding to
our job advertisements and going through our
recruitment process, the timing was perfect for the ‘go
live’ of our ELMO career portal, which is linked to the
Warrah website. To assist us in this process, Juanita
Steyn joined our People and Culture team, responsible
for the system customisation, testing and
implementation. Staff members have had their first
experience with our new payroll and HR information
system at the end of August. Staff already have their
Warrah email addresses set up and ready to go. The
Performance and Learning Management module
projects are also well under way and will go live in
coming months, unlocking more benefits of the new
system to Warrah staff.
R U Ok? Day: Thursday 9 September
Last year we were lucky enough to celebrate R U Ok?
Day on campus. This is a national day of action
dedicated to reminding everyone that every day is the
day to ask, “Are you OK?” and support those struggling
with life's ups and downs. Unfortunately COVID-19
restrictions will prevent our community from gathering
together, so we will need to be more creative in
recognising this important day.
More information will follow for staff but please make
sure this date is in your calendar. This year let’s all
make an effort to check in with others within our
Warrah community and ask R U OK?

We thank you for the newness
Of this season and all its hopes,
Spreading before us
Like a carpet of flowers.
Let us live in the freshness
Of a new season
With new life,
New love
And new work.
Let your springtime
Touch our hearts and souls,
So that everything we think, do
And say
Spreads your ancient beauty ever new.
Let our sad and tired hearts
Look ahead with new hope.

If you are struggling, then you are not alone. At Warrah,
we provide independent, confidential counselling
services to anyone who needs support through our
Employee Assistance Program. Counselling support is
only a click or a phone call away for all Warrah staff via
AccessEAP on 1800 818 728 or www.accesseap.com.au
Anna Hay
Executive Manager People & Culture
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Community
Engagement
With the new leadership structure, Community
Development will now be known as ‘Community
Engagement’ moving forward. Unfortunately, this winter
has been quite ‘uneventful’ in relation to engagement
due to the lockdown restrictions. We had planned to
open the John Paul Discovery Centre in mid-July and
celebrate the establishment of the Horticulture Therapy
Garden in August with the Warrah community.
We also could not carry out the Planet Ark National Tree
Planting activity on campus with our school students and
adult participants, and The Western Sydney Post
Employment School Expo, has also been postponed to a
later date. I am hopeful that we will be able to hold
some events soon, pending the restrictions.

Tree Planting Working Bee
At the beginning of June, the Community Engagement
Team together with the Maintenance Team organised
‘bush-scaping’ around the new Discovery Centre
building, which was a requirement of the Development
Application.
A total of 1,000 native plants were ordered through
Indigo Native Nursery. The shrubs chosen were small
native species to establish ground cover and
complement the surrounding native bushland
environment. The tree planting working bee involved
school students, Discovery participants, adult
participants and two Rotarians (Annette Waterson and
Barry Philips). The plants are doing well and will look
wonderful once fully established.

Tax Appeal: New Wheels for Warrah
Thank you to all our generous donors who contributed
to our recent Tax Appeal. In total, $33,850 was raised to
increase the size of our fleet, so our participants can get
to where they need to be.
With an increase in the individual support received by
adult participants and the need for our senior school
students to engage in activities on an individual basis,
new sedan vehicles are required for the Warrah fleet.
This Appeal will enable one sedan to be purchased, with
another being funded through Warrah’s budget. One
sedan will be ordered in September and will be put to
good use once we return to our usual operations. The
other will be ordered in early 2022.

Tree planting working bee
Rotary Grant
Warrah received a grant from the Rotary Club of
Glenhaven for $7,400 which has been put towards
repairing the bus shelter near the turning circle outside
the Banksia Centre building.

Two new small sedans to be added to the Warrah fleet

The grant has also been used to install new roofing for
the woodwork area at the back of the school
classrooms. This roofing enables this area to be used in
all weather now, as part of the outdoor classroom
curriculum.
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Warrah – this would be an exceptional gift. Leaving a gift
will enable us to maintain our homes, improve many vital
facilities and further enhance the services and
opportunities we offer now and in the future.
We understand that leaving a gift is a personal and
important decision. We are indebted to those who have
already contacted us in relation to the correspondence
received, to advise us that they have already chosen to
leave a gift for Warrah in their Will. Community
Engagement staff are available to answer any questions
or for a confidential chat about leaving a bequest.
Please contact 02 9651 2411 to get in touch.
New roof for school woodwork area
ClubsGRANT
Our application to the Hills Shire ClubGRANTS program
has been successful. The Board of Directors of the
Castle Hill RSL Club have approved our grant application
for $8,213.

Social Media
We now have a dedicated Instagram account for
Warrah Disability Services. Please follow us
@warrahsociety! This is in addition to the Warrah Farm
Shop Instagram account which now boasts 982
followers! You can follow @warrahfarmshop too!

The funding will go towards establishing 4 multisensory
kits for the Warrah homes which will include: a soft
sensory tactile kit; a games kit; an auditory and visual
sensory kit and an outdoor sensory kit. This is perfect
timing while in lockdown with the need for residents to
have some new resources and sensory experiences .
Launch of Bequests/Gifts in Wills Program
The Community Engagement Team launched Stage 1 of
the Bequests/Gifts in Wills program for Warrah in
August. A letter, with an informative brochure and
response form on leaving a lasting legacy to Warrah
was included in the mail out.
Warrah is thankful for any gift, regardless of the amount.
If Warrah families and supporters were to leave 90% of
everything to their loved ones, and gift the balance to

Cindy Cunningham
Community Engagement Manager

Follow us on Instagram!
Cindy Cunningham
Community Engagement Manager
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way of dealing with grass and weeds when working on
a new site.

The first transplants for the new season are beginning to
pop up in the nursery and we have been busy in the field
preparing space for them to grow. A key part of our
method to develop and enhance the fertility of the soil
has been stirring and applying the Biodynamic Soil
Activator throughout the farm. The Soil Activator is
actually a combination of several preparations as well as
basalt dust for minerals and crushed eggshells for
calcium.
Fresh radishes grown on the farm
We have been joined recently by some of the teachers
and assistants from the school and have been sharing
in greater detail the work we do on the farm. The hope
is that some of the ideas and actions we take for
granted will be communicated more effectively to the
students and ultimately a better outcome will be had.
It’s been an enjoyable process and we are learning
from the teaching staff too.

Chris applying biodynamic soil activator
This season we are trialling some new varieties of
tomato, eggplant, chili, zucchini and cucumbers amongst
others. There’s a number of factors to consider when
evaluating the success of a new variety but a big one is
always flavour! We are excited to grow something new
and to share the outcomes with both our customers and
the Warrah community.
We have also been working on including more cover
crops in our rotations. These crops will eventually be
turned back into the soil providing even more organic
matter which benefits the vegetables that follow. We
currently have beds sown with a mix of field peas, mung
beans, millet, radish and red clover. As we see the
results of these crops, we will experiment with adding
more varieties to the mix. The more diverse the cover
crop the greater benefit that can be obtained.
The site of the school’s new farm plot has been chosen
and is currently covered with one of our tarps. With the
help of a handful of students we moved the tarp from
one side of the property to the other – a messy and
awkward job made easier with the extra hands. It will sit
in place for 6-8 weeks before we remove it and set out
to form permanent beds. This is an effective, low impact

Chris, Steph and I have had a good rummage through
the tractor shed and have our eyes on a few bits and
pieces to be fixed or repurposed. We are at the early
stages of discussing how to make our composting
methods and worm farms more accessible and some of
the material found should work well in helping to
achieve that.
We anticipate this season will bring its own challenges,
which are unavoidable when working with nature, but
we look forward to the relationships that will be forged
with our community while working together on this
unique farm.
Steve Tennikoff
Farm Manager

Spring
All day long that magician
a warm west wind
has been turning the trees
into waving wands
and causing the leaves and flowers
or is it handkerchiefs of colour
to appear from out of
nowhere.
By Andrew Hoy
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The farm team is bringing in a beautiful and bountiful
harvest for our customers to enjoy this season – the
dill, Easter egg radishes, silverbeet, sweet yellow
turnips and spicy salad mix have been especially well
received. We are eager to provide a wider distribution
network for all their hard work, as soon as we can kick
off the deliveries again.

The beautiful weather of late August reminds us that
while sales patterns, and city life may be random and
erratic, nature provides a constant and reliable cycle for
us to tap into. Our customers are undoubtedly loyal to
our cause and their healthy eating habits; but financial
insecurities, tightening COVID restrictions and the
tremendous flux in the local property market all show in
our sales when compared with the same time last year.
In spite of this, we have managed to provide quality
produce, minimise waste, maintain customer loyalty and
remain financially viable. And on the upside – there are
plenty of new residents in the neighbourhood eager to
shop locally.
Sourdough bread continues to be a hit with customers,
with white, heritage, wholemeal, fruit & nut, rye &
caraway loaves available on Tuesdays and Thursdays. We
look forward to fully establishing baking as a
collaborative social enterprise across the organisation.

Warrah Farm Shop fresh goodness
Once our fresh team has settled in, we will turn our
attention to a renewed marketing drive to draw in all
the new residents to our district. Ultimately an increase
in face-to-face customers, bread lovers and veggie box
subscribers leads to increased opportunities for our
Warrah participants to be involved in sowing seeds in
the nursery, tending the land, forming loaves, packing
produce, making deliveries, working on the till, bagging
salad mix and dry goods.
The Farm Shop Team

Spring Produce in Store
Greens - Cos Lettuce, Coriander, Black & Curly
Kale, Parsley, Rocket, Baby Spinach, Salad Mix,
Silverbeet, Pak Choi.
Nick with freshly baked Warrah sourdough
On the staffing front, it has been good to see Stephanie’s
joy at being able to get her hands into the soil. While she
has been a tremendous asset in the shop for the last two
years, she is a farmer at heart! A couple of other
significant changes to the team mean we are spending
time on recruitment and training. Emily suited us so well,
but she too was drawn to leave Sydney. Fortunately, our
former teammate, Cheryl has been available to help us
out in the interim. Gail, an energetic local with a wealth
of experience in the health food industry, has joined us
now on a casual contract. Borja is taking an extended
leave of absence to visit family in Spain. I will continue to
hold the fort, supported by Alida in her new executive
role.

Fruit - Granny Smith Apples, Pink Lady Apples,
Royal Gala Apples, Fuji Apples, Hass Avocados,
Cavendish Bananas, Ruby Grapefruit, Honeydews,
Kiwifruit, Lemons, Limes, Navel Oranges,
Rockmelons, Tangelos, Strawberries, Blueberries,
Passionfruit, Pineapples.
Vegetables - Green Beans, Beetroot, Broccoli,
Broccolini, Green & Red Cabbage, Green & Red
Capsicum, Carrots, Cauliflower, Celery, Red Chilli,
Lebanese Cucumber, Eggplant, Fennel, Garlic,
Ginger, Leek, Mushrooms, Brown Onions, Red
Onions, Parsnips, Snow Peas, Sprouts, Swedes,
Cherry, Gourmet & Truss Tomatoes, Turnips,
Zucchini.
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Opening Hours
Monday - Friday: 9.00am – 5.00pm
Saturday: 9.00am – 3.00pm

